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ABSTRACTS 
The purpose of the abstracts is to give sufficient informa- 
tion about the subject matter of each publication to enable 
readers to decide whether to read it. No review or evaluation 
is intended. The indexing terms (in boldface capitals) refer 
only to aspects of the publication of interest to historians of 
mathematics, including some topics in general history of science 
and historiography, but not other topics unless there is a fair- 
ly close link with mathematics or its history. We hope to pub- 
lish cumulative subject indices. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, correc- 
tions, additions, and notices of publications that have been 
overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic informa- 
tion. We need volunteers willing to cover one or more journals 
for this department. 
MR 46 #3255 means that the item is numbered 3255 in volume 
46 of Mathematical Reviews. RZ 1973 #3A14 means that the item 
is numbered 3A14 in the third number of the 1973 volume of the 
Referativny Zhurnal. Z 50 4 means volume 50, page 4 of the 
Zentralblatt. 
The symbol * in the margin indicates a publication that 
deserves more discussion than it may ordinarily get in the 
Reviews Department (either because it is an article rather than 
a book or because it is such a large book that a single review 
cannot deal with it fully). Readers are invited to comment by 
letter for our Correspondence Department and by submitting 
manuscripts of reviews or articles. 
GNEDENKO, B V 1973 ANDRE1 NIKOLAEVICH KOLMOGOROV (on the occasion 
of his seventieth birthday). Russ Math Surveys 28(5), 1-17 
AWARDS (ORDER OF LENIN). BIOGRAPHY. BIBLIOGR1F'HY. PORTR:\IT. 
ANALYSIS. TOPOLOGY. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS. SET THEORY. 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS. MATHEMATICS EDUCATION. (D E Kullman) 
GOODSTEIN, R L 1971 Development of Mathematical Logic. 
London (Logos Press) -150 p L3?% LOGIC. XX. T SKOLEM. 
K GODEL. G GENTZEN. Concentrates on last 40 years. TRUTH 
FUNCTIONS. SENTENCE LOGIC. MODEL THEORY. PREDICATE LOGIC. 
RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS. FORMALISED ARTHMETIC. TEXTS WITH HISTORICAL 
NOTES. FREE-VARIABLE ARITHMETICS and AXIOMATIC SET THEORY. 
Bibliography of 8 pages. 
GRfiLL, REINHARDT 1975 Der UnmGglichkeitssatz von K. Arrow 
(The ARROW IMPOSSIBILITY THEOREM). Jb. Uberblicke Math 1975 
(Bib. Inst. Mannheim) 9-29 WELFARE ECONOMICS. CHOICE. AGGREGATION 
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* GROSSWALD, EMIL 1974 Collected Papers of Hans Rademacher. 
Cambridge, Mass (MIT Press) Two volumes, 1370 p (In the series 
Mathematicians of Our Time, edited by Gian-Carlo Rota.) A COLLEC- 
TED WORKS of HAiJS RADEMACHER including all papers published alone 
or jointly, published abstracts of his papers, some papers here 
first formally published, and several problems posed and/or 
solved by him. The editor supplies a biographical sketch, notes 
and commentaries, PORTRAIT, list of writing not included (e.g. 
books and reviews) and list of dissertations supervised. 
GRgTZSCt-1, H 1974 Wissenschaftliche Instrumente des 16. Jahrunderts 
aus den Sammlungen des Staatl. mathematisch-physikalischen Salons 
(SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS of the XVI century from the city mathe- 
matical-physical museums) Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 
Sect VI, 251-256 
GUERLAC, HENRY 1973 Newton and the method of analysis. 
Dictionary of the History of Ideas 3, 378-391 SCIENTIFIC METHOD. 
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS. APPLIED MATHEMATICS. 
GULUBOV, KONSTANTIN 1974 Spomeni za mathematitsi (Reminiscences 
about mathematicians). Physico-Mathematical J. Bulgarian Acad. 
Sci. 17, 125-131 L CHAKALOV. D HILBERT. N OBRESHKOV. A EINSTEIN. 
REMINISCENCES of a nonmathematician about mathematicians. (B Penkov) 
GUPTA, R C 1974 Mahaviracarya on the perimeter and area of an 
ellipse. (Glimpses of Ancient Indian Math No 9) The Mathematics 
Education 8 (l), 17-19 A A MAHAVIRACARYA. IX. INDIAN MATHEMATICS. 
ARC LENGTH. Approximate formulas for the PERIMETER and AREA of 
an ELLIPSE. 
GUPTA, R C 1974 Some trigonometrical identities from the 
Vate3vara Siddhanta. Ranchi Univ Math Jour 4, 27-29 TRIGONOMETRY. 
VERSED SINE. COVERSED SINE. ARYABHATA I. TRIGONOMETRIC 
IDENTITIES. V. 
GUPTA, R C 1974 Brahmagupta's formulas for the area and 
diagonals of a cyclic quadrilateral. (Glimpses of Ancient Indian 
Math No 10) The Mathematics Education (B) 8(2), 33-36 BRAHMAGUPTA. 
VII. CYCLIC QUADRILATERALS. AREAS QUADRILATERALS. 
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HABICHT, WALTER 1974 Leonhardi Euleri Opera Omnia. Commentatione 
Machanicae et Astronomicae ad Scientiam Navalam Pertinentcs. 
Volumen prius. Base1 (Ore11 Fiissli Turici) 317 p Volume 20 
of Series 2 of COLLECTED WORKS of L EULER, the first of two 
planned volumes on works related to NAVAL SCIENCE, especially 
NAVAL ARCHITECTJRE. Forty page introduction by the editor. 
Eight works in Latin and French. 
HAHN, ROGER 1974 Determinism and probability in Laplace's 
philosophy. Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect I, 170-175 
LAPLACE. PROBABILITY. 
* HALL, A RUPERT 6 MARIE BOAS HALL 1975 The Correspondence of 
Henry Oldenburg, Volume 10: Letters number 2241 - 2489 from 
June 1673 to April 1674. London (Mansell) (Exclusive distri- 
butors in North America: Intl. Scholarly Book Service, 10300 
S. W. Allen Blvd., Beaverton, Ore. 97005) 623 p A detailed 
index makes it Tossible to recover many references to mathematics 
and mathematicians, including the following correspondents of 
HENRY OLDENBURG. W BROUNCKER. G D CASSINI. CHRISTIAN HUYGENS. 
I NEWTON. R F W de SLUSE. J WALLIS. C WREN. 
HCIDEL, WILLIAM ARTHUR 1976 The Frame of the Ancient Greek 
Maps. With a Discussion of thecovery of the Sphericity 
of the Earth. New York (Arno Press, A New York Times Company) 
151 p REPRINT of the 1937 original published by the American 
Geographical Society. GEOGRAPHY. CARTOGRAPHY. GREEK MATHEMATICS. 
GEODESY. ERATOSTHENES is credited with the first map recognizing 
the earth as a SPHERE. Claims of previous ideas on the 
sphericity are examined critically. A volume in the series 
History of Ideas in Ancient Greece, edited by Gregory Vlastos. 
HENKIN, LEON; J DON.4LD MONK; ALFRED TARSKI Cylindric algebras. 
Part I. With an introductory chapter: General theory of algebras. 
Studies in Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics, Vol. 64. 
North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam-London 1971. vi + 508 pp. 
Dfl 105.00; $29.00 Part I of an authoritative monograph which 
is to be published in two volumes and which contains a compre- 
hensive BIBLIOGRAPHY (225 items, pp. 469-480) of CYLINDRIC 
ALGEBRAS, ALGEBRAIC LOGIC, RELATION ALGEBRAS and POLYADIC ALGEBRAS. 
(MR 47 #3171). (D Rosenblatt) 
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HENSTOCK, R 1973 Integration by Parts Aequationes Mathematicae 
9, 1-18 INTEGRATION THEORY. Brief historical sketch, includes a 
54-item BIBLIOGRAPHY. W S Tropp) 
HINTIKKA, JAAKKO, editor 1975 Rudolph Carnap, Logical Empiricist 
Materials and Perspectives. Dordrecht and Boston (D Reidel) 448 p 
CARNAP, RUDOLF. LOGIC. FOUNDATIONS. REPRINTS of the "homage to 
Carnap" statements at the 1970 meeting of the Philosophy of Science 
Association and Carnap's "Notes on probability and induction." 
TRANSLATION of his 1959 paper on observation language and theore- 
tical language. A paper with the book's title by Carl G Hempel, 
one on Carnap's LOGICISM by Herbert G Bohnert, and one on his 
SEMANTICS by Hintikka. PORTRAIT. 
HINTIKKA, JAAKKO 1973 Logic, Language-Games and Information. 
Kantian Themes in the Philosophy of Logic Oxford (Oxford Univ 
Press) 301 p PHILOSOPHY OF LOGIC. PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE. 
I KANT. R CARNAP. W V QUINE. L WITTGENSTEIN. 
HTNTIKKA, JAAKO Fr UNTO REMES 1974 The Method of Analysis Its . 
Geometrical Origin and Its General Significance (D Reidel 
Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science 25. Synthese Library 
75) 162 p A philosophical and historical study of the ANALYTIC 
METHOD, especially its HEURISTIC role in GREEK GEOMETRY (relying 
largely on the work of PAPPUS), its role in early modern science 
(GALILEO, DESCARTES, NEWTON), and its relation to modern LOGIC, 
especially NATURAL DEDUCTION. An introduction by John E Murdock 
explains that it is an extension of a paper prepared for the first 
international conference on history and philosophy of science at 
JyvYskylg, Finland in 1973. Appended are a comment by A K Szabo 
and reply by the authors. 
HODSON, F R; KENDALL, D G; TAUTU, P, editors 1971 Mathematics 
in the Archaelogical and Historical Sciences. Proceedings of the 
1970 Anglo-Romanian Conference organized by the Royal Society of 
London and the Academy of the Socialist Republic of Romania 
(Edinburgh Univ Press) 565 p HISTORIOGRAPHY. QUANTITATIVE 
METHODS IN HISTORY. TAXONOMY. CLUSTER ANALYSIS. SCALING. 
SERIATION. EVOLUTIONARY TREE STRUCTURES. HISTORIC4L MODELS. 
First sentence of the cover blurb: "Mathematics, writes a 
contributor, is a branch of natural philosophy which tries to 
coordinate the findings of the sciences and to help in the 
interpretation of data." 
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HORADAM, A F 1974 ORESME NUMBERS. Fibonacci Quart. 12, 267-271 
The sum of the sequence l/2, 2/4, 3/8, 4/16, S/32, . . . was found 
by N. ORESME in the 14th century. A brief BIOGRAPHY of Oresme 
is included. (D E Kullman) 
HOUSEHOLDER, nLSTON S 1974 "The Gatlinburgs." SIAM Review 16, 
340-343 INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIA. NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS. The 
origin, motivation, and underlying structure of the irregularly 
held GATLINBURG SYMPOSIA, the first of which was held in Gatlinburg, 
Tenn. in 1961. Originally presented at the Joint Fall SIGNUM-SIAM 
Meeting, Austin, Texas, 16-18 October 1972. (H S Tropp) 
HOYER, ULRICH 1974 Uber den Zusammenhang der Carnotschen Theorie 
mit der Thermodynamik (On the connection of Carnot's theory with 
THERMODYNAMICS). Arch History Exact Sci 13(4), 359-375 SAD1 
CARNOT. HEAT. 
HUGONNARD-ROCHE, HENRI 1974 Themon de Nicole Oresme (THl%ON 
and NICOLE ORESME). Proc XIII Int Con llist Sci 1971, Sect IV 
146-151 METEOROLOGY. MECHANICS. XIV. PROPORTION. 
ILIEV, L 6 D V PREVEL 1974 Grigore Konstantin Moisil (1906-1973). 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences Physico-Mathematical .Journal 17(50) 
(l), 62-68 Scientific biography with a PORTRAIT of the Rumanian 
mathematician G K MOISIL at the blackboard. 
ILIEV, LYUBOMIR 1974 Edinen tsentur za nauka i podgotovka na 
kadri po matematika i mekhanika (ETsNPKMM) (The Research and 
Training Center for Mathematics and Mechanics). Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences Physico-Mathematical Journal 17(50)(l), 16-28 
BULGARIA. EDUCATION. RESEARCH. MATHEMATICS POLICY. Includes 
a list of staff, a chart of the "mathematical complex" within 
the Science Council, and a chart of the curriculum. 
ILLY, JOZSEF 1974 On the birth of MINKOWSKI'S four-dimensional 
world. Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971, Sect VI 67-72 GEOMETRY. 
FOUR-DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRY. RELATIVITY. 
IONESCU-PALLAS, NOCOLAE 6 SOFONEA LIVIU 1975 The genesis of 
mathematical entities. A historico-modelling example NOESIS 3, 
275-289 PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. HISTORICAL THEORY. INDIAN 
MATHEMATICS. 
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ISAACS, RUFUS 1975 Two mathematical papers without words. 
Math. Magazine 48, 198 Sketches of (i) a linkage for ANGLE 
TRISECTION and (ii) a decomposition proof of the PYTHAGOREAN 
THEOREM. (D E Kullman) 
ITO, SHUNTARO 1974 On the medieval Latin translation of the 
data of EUCLID. Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971, Sect IV 94-99 ___- 
MEDIEVAL MATHEMATICS. 
JAIN, L C 1973 Mathematical foundations of Karma quantum 
system theory. Anusandhana Patrika (Ott-Dee), l-20 INDIAN 
MATHEMATICS. JAINIST MATHEMATICS. 
JAIN, L C 1975 Role of mathematics in Jainology. Prachya 
Pratibha 3(l), 50-52 INDIAN MATHEMATICS. JAINIST MATHEMATICS. 
JAIN, L C 1975 KINEMATICS of the sun and moon in TILOYAPANNATTI. 
Tulsi PrajAa (1) (Jan-Mar), 60-67 INDIAN MATHEMATICS. INDIAN 
ASTRONOMY. - 
JAKUBIK, JAN & MILAN KOLIBAR 1974 Sixtieth anniversary of the 
birthday of the academician STEFAN SCHWARZ. Czechoslovak Math. 
J. 24(99), 331-340 SEMIGROUPS. THEORY OF NUMBERS. Brief 
biography and BIBLIOGRAPHY. (David E Zitarelli) 
JEON, SANG-WOON 1974 Science and Technology in KOREA. Tradition- 
al Instruments and Techniques. Cambridge, Mass (MIT Press) 405 p 
Only a few references to mathematics (ARITHMETIC. TABLES), but 
many epimathematical topics such as ASTRONOMY, CHRONOMETRY, 
METROLOGY, METEOROLOGY, SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, CARTOGRAPHY, 
CALENDARS. 
JOJA, CRIZANTEMA 1975 Classique et moderne dans la theorie 
des entitGs abstraites. NOESIS 3, 261-273 PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS 
JONES, PHILLIP S 1976 BIBHUTIBHUSAN DATTA. HM 3, 77-78 Some - 
biographical data and a facsimile of a letter. 
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JORDAN, W F, Jr. 1971 Main memory: past, present and future 
Honeywell Computer Journal 5(2), 52-57 COMPUTER. CORE MEMORY. 
J FORRESl%R. SEMICONDUCTOR. MEMORIES Brief discussion of 
technical evolution in computer memories beginning with the 
introduction of coincident core memories in the early 1950's, 
followed by a discussion of emerging semiconductor memories. 
KABULOV, V K E FAIZULLAEV, A F 1974 Al-Korezmi, algoritmy i 
razvitie kibernetiki (Al-Khwarizmi, ALGORITHMS and the development 
of CYBERNETICS) Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971, Sect IV, 122-125 
ALGEBRA. IX. XX. 
KAGAN, V F 1974 Lobatchevski Moscow (Mir) 411 p A French 
translation of one of several biographical studies by the redoubt- 
able author, who wrote on N LOBACHEVSKII as early as early 1894 
and as late as 1956! 114-item BIBLIOGRAPHY 
KARPOVA, P M 1974 Traktat Sabita ibn Korry o secheniyakh 
tsilindra i o ego poverkhnosti [The treatise of THABIT IBN QURRA 
on cylindrical sections and area) Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 
1971, Sect v, 103-105 IX. CYLINDER AREA. CYLINDER SECTIONS - 
KELSEN, HANS 1973 Essays in Legal and Moral Philosophy. Selected 
and introduced by Ota Weinberger. Translated by Peter Heath. 
(D Reidel) 328 p SELECTED WORKS. Of interest because of 
HANS KELSEN's efforts to relate JURISPRUDENCE to LOGIC and to 
construct a deductive theory 
KHAIRETDINOVA, N G 1974 Istochniki trigonometricheskikh traktatov 
al-Biruni i isfakhanskogo anonima (Sources of the trigonometric 
tracts of AL-BIRUNI and an anonymous tract from Isfahan) Proc 
XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971, Sect IV, 108-111 SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY 
ARABIC MATHEMATICS. THABIT IBN QURRA. AL-TUSI. 
KIRO, S N 1972 Nauchnoe nasledie P. L. Chebysheva i voprosy 
optimizatsii vychislenii (The scientific heritage of P L CHEBYSHEV 
and questions of OPTIMIZATION of COMPUTATIONS). Matematicheskoe 
obespechenie ETsVM (Kiev) 209-220. (B M Shein) 
KLEIN, H ARTHUR 1974 The World of Measurements. New York 
(Simon 6 Schuster) 736 p This POPULARIZATION on METROLOGY is 
not the reference work suggested on the dust jacket, though it does 
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contain a good deal of information, most of which can be recovered 
via the index. Deals anecdotally with the history of the METRIC 
SYSTEM, UNITS of ANGLES, TIME, HEAT, ELECTRICITY, and in APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS. 
KNELMAN, FRED H, editor 1972 1984 and All That: Modern Science, 
Social Change, and Human Values. Belmont, Calif. (Wadsworth 
Publishing Company, Inc.) A "reader" to be used as a "general 
text in the SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE." A collection of 40 essays 
divided into 7 sections: the technological order, technology, 
and the environmental crisis, biology and society, the chemical 
revolution, the nuclear threat, the electronic galaxy, and the 
crisis in values. Mathematics is ignored. 
KNORR, K D; STRASSER, HERMANN; ZILIAN, HANS GEORG, editors 1975 
Determinants and Controls of Scientific Development. (Reidel) 
474 p Papers on HISTORICAL THEORY, SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE, etc. 
growing out of a conference at Graz, Austria in June 1974. The 
only mention of mathematics (indexed under geometry) is a brief 
(and historically misleading) description of Euclidean geometry 
as one model for scientific theory. 
KNUTH, DONALD E 1973 The Art of Computer Programming. Vol. I. 
Fundamental ALGORITHMS. Second Edition [Addison-Wesley) 634 p 
The first of seven projected volumes on COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
and related mathematics, with sections on history and bibliography 
In this second edition Knuth offers a $2 reward to the first 
finder of "every remaining error" including historical errors. 
KOCHINA-POLUBARINOVA, P Ya 1974 Pisma Karla Veiershtrassa k 
Sofe Kovalevskoi 1871-1891 (LETTERS from KARL WEIERSTRASS to 
SOFYA KOVALEVSKAYA). Moscow (Nauka) 311 p Foreword and 99 
letters (all of those in the Mittag-Leffler Institute) in German 
and Russian translation, Zl-page editor's commentary, brief 
bibliography, name index, and photographs. 
KOLATA, G B 1975 Applied Math: Too Many Dehydrated Elephants? 
Science 190, 773 Report on a series of lectures by MARC KAC 
on the theme that APPLIED MATHEMATICS is not keeping as close to 
problems of the real world as is necessary to retain its vitality. 
W S Tropp) 
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KGRBER, HANS-GUNTHER 1974 Die berliner Instrumentenmacher im 
18 Jahrhundert (The Berlin instrument makers of the XVIII century) 
Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971, Sect VI, 271-276 INSTRUMENTS __- 
KRAFFT, FRITZ 1974 Nikolai Nikolaijewitsch Stuloff sechzig 
Jahre alt (Sixtieth ANNIVERSARY of STULOFF, N N) Nachrichtenbl. 
der Deu. Ges. f. Gesch. der Med., Nat. u. Tech.24(2), 3 p 
Mentions talks at a Festkolloquium by VAN DER WAERDEN, B L on 
ALGEBRA and by ROHRBACH, H on ANALYSIS in the XX century, and 
gives brief biography. 
KRAFFT, FRITZ 1973 Physikalische Realitgt oder mathematische 
Hypothese? Andreas Osiander und die physikalische Erneuerung der 
antiken Astronomie durch Nicolaus Copernicus (Physical reality 
or mathematical hypothesis? Andreas Osiander and the renewal of 
ancient astronomy through Nicolaus Copernicus) Philosophia Naturalis 
14(3/4), 243-275 MODELS IN PHYSICS. MATHEMATICAL ASTRONOMY. 
COPERNICUS. J KEPLER. ANCIENT ASTRONOMY. ASTRONOMY VERSUS 
PHYSICS. A OSIANDER. XVI. XVII. SCIENTIFIC HYPOTHESES. 
SCIENTIFIC METHOD. PTOLEMY. An analysis of ancient and medieval 
astronomy in order to answer the question of the title with 
respect to the Copernican system. 
KUBESOV, A 1974 Matematicheskoe nasledie al-Farabi (The 
mathematical heritage of AL-FARABI) Alma-Ata (Nauka) 246 p 
Analyzes the work of the great ARAB encyclopedist and philosopher 
(870-950), reflected in published and unpublished sources, on 
PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS, FOUNDATIONS, ARITHMETIC, GEOMETRY, 
ALGEBRA, COMBINATORICS, PROBABILITY, INFINITESIMALS, REAL NUMBERS, 
TRIGONOMETRY, CLASSIFICATION, MUSIC, ASTRONOMY. He considered 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS ("the science of skillful methods") as a 
separate discipline. The name index reflects the effort to con- 
sider predecessors and successors--there are sections on his 
relation to Roger Bacon and to Leonardo da Vinci. Bibliography 
of 106 items, regrettably in order of first citation. 
KUDINOV, A F, et. al. 1973 KIRILL ANDREEVICH RODOSSKII (on his 
sixtieth birthday) Russian Math. Surveys 28(6), 101-104 
BIOGRAPHY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. NUMBER THEORY. (D E Kullman) 
KUDRYAVTSEV, L D, et. al. 1972 VLADIMIR IOSIFOVICH KONDRASHOV 
Russian Math. Surveys 27(2), 83-90 CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS. 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLDS. OBITUARY. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. (D E Kullman) 
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KURDIMOVA, A I 1975 Razvitie teorii gamma-funktsii posle Eilera (The development of 
the theory of the GAMMA FUNCTION after Euler). Autoabstract of thesis for the candi- 
date degree supervised by G L Lunts. Moscow (Inst. for the Hist. of Science and Tech.) 
17 p Deals with the last half of the XVIII and first half of XIX centuries. Biblio- 
graphy refers to the author's publication of the essentials of the thesis in the Trudy 
of the Moscow Inst. of Chemical Machine Construction 45 (1972), 50 (19731, 56 (1974). 
KURZWEiL, .Jaroslav 1975 In memoriam Professor VLADIMIR KNTCHAL. Czechoslovak Mathema- 
tical Journal ZS(lOO), 503-509 METRIC NUMBER THEORY. GEOMETRY OF NUMBERS. PORTRAIT. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. (David E Zitarelli) 
KUTATELADZE, S S & A M RUBINOV 1972 Minkowski duality and its applications. Russ -. 
Math. Surveys 27(3), 137-191 BIBLIOGRAPHY. CONVEX ANALYSIS. DUALITY THEORY. EXTRE- 
MAL PROBLEMS IN GEOMETRY. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. H-CONVEXITY. A broad account of 
MINKOWSKI DUALITY and applications in analysis, with some historical notes. 
(D E Kullman) 
LAUGWITZ, Detlef 1975 Zur Entwicklung der Mathematik des Infinitesimalen und Infiniten 
(On the development of the mathematics of INFINITESIMALS and INFINITE NUMBERS). 
Jb. Uberblicke Math (Bib. Inst. Mannheim) 45-50 NONSTANDARD NUMBER SYSTEMS. CALCULUS. 
LECAM, L & E L LEHMANN 1974 J. Neyman on the cccasion of his 80th. Annals of Sta- 
tistics 2(3), v-xiii Concise summary of some of JERZY NEYMAN'S major contributions 
to the development of the field of mathematical STATISTICS. Selected BIBLIOGRAPHY 
(1928-1973). PORTRAIT. (H S Tropp) 
LEE. Elwin J & Joseuh S MADACHY 1972 The History and Discovery of Amicable Numbers. 
Journal of Recreational Mathematics 5, 77-93, 1531173, 231-259 .O. ORE. FRIENDLY 
NUMBERS. Part 1: chronology of discovery and re-discovery of pairs of amicable num- 
bers, bibliography. Parts-2 and 3: table of the 1107 known (in 1972) AMICABLE PAIRS, 
a classification and a table of the number of pairs listed by discoverer and type. 
(H S Tropp) 
LEHMER, D H 1974 HARRY SCHULTZ VANDIVER, 1882-1973. Bull Amer Math Sot 80(1974), 
817-818 BIOGRAPHY. OBITUARY. ALGEBRA. FERMAT PROBLEM. NUMBER THECRY. (D E Kullman) 
LEIGHTON, Albert C 1974 Co-ordinated historical cryptanalysis-codebreaking as a 
historical resource. Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect I, 102-108 CRYPTOLOGY, 
MATHEM,\TICAL METHODS IN HISTORY. 
LENZEN, Victor F 1975 CHARLES S. PEIRCE as mathematical physicist. Trans Charles 
S Peirce Sot 11(3), 159-166 A GEODESY, especially GRAVITY and PENDULUMS. METROLOGY. 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH. (C V Jones) 
* LEOPOLDT, H W & P ROQUETTE, editors 1975 Helmut Hasses Mathematische Abhandlungen 
(COLLECTED WORKS OF H&SE H). Berlin & New York (Walter de Gruyter) 3 volumes 
1540 p PORTRAITS. FACSIMILES. Preface by Hasse. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 165 papers and 
15 books by Hasse. QUADRATIC FORMS. CLASS FIELD THEORY. RECIPROCITY. ALGEBRAS. 
COMPLEX MULTIPLICATION. MODULAR ARITHMETIC. FUNCTION FIELDS. GAUSS SUMS. EMBEDDING 
PROBLEM. NUMBER THEORY FOUNDATIONS. 
LEWIS, Albert C 1973 Halsted's translation of Lobachevskii's Theory of Parallels: 
An historical introduction. The Texas Quarterly 16(3), 85-98 NON-EUCLIDEAN GOEMETRY. 
BRUCE HALSTED. N LOBACHEVSKII. Biographical commentary on G B Halsted with a reprint 
of the preface, introduction, and appendix to the first edition of Halsted's translation 
of 1891. 
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LINN, Charles F 1974 The Golden Mean. Mathematics and the Fine Arts. 
(Doubleday and Co) 148 p A POPULARIZATION of familiar secondary sources on the rela- 
tions of mathematics and the ARTS, with numerous quotations and illustrations. 
LeLIONNAIS, F editor 1971 Great Currents of Mathematical Thought. Two volumes 
I: Mathematics: Concepts and Development. Translated by R A Hall and H G Bergmann. 
II: Mathematics in the Arts and Sciences. Translated by C Pinter and H Kline. 
(Dover Publications) xvi + 342 n; vi + 266 p US $5 oer volume (paper) 
COLLECTIONS OF ESSAYS. POPULARIZATIONS. DEFINITIONS: MATHEMATICAi STRUCTURE. 
ANALOGY. SYMMETRY. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. NUMBER CONCEPT. FERMAT'S LAST THEOREM 
KUMMER'S IDEAL NUMBERS. PI. TRANSFINITE NUMBERS. CARDINAL NUMBERS. ORDINAL NUMBERS. 
ABSTRACT SPACES. FOURTH DIMENSION. CURVATURE OF SPACE. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS. MISTAKES 
IN MATHEMATICS. CLASSIFICATION OF FUNCTIONS. REAL ANALYSIS. COMPLEX ANALYSIS. 
INFINITY. GROUPS. PROBABILITY. ISAAC NEWTON. SOPHUS LIE. WOMEN MATHEMATICIANS. 
xx. HENRI LEBESGUE. DAVID HILBERT. INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES. FoRpsT (HISTORICAL). 
BLAISE PASCAL. RESEARCH METHODS. EDUCATION. LOGIC. MARXISM. RENE DESCARTES. 
IDEALISM. CLASSIFICATION OF THE SCIENCES. PHYSICS. RELATIVITY QUANTUM PHYSICS. 
HILBERT SPACE. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS. AESTHETICS. ARCHITECTURE. 'MUSIC. ART. ENGI- 
NEERING. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. AXIOMATICS. This collection of essays prepared 
during the years of German occupation and first published after World War II, was 
enlarged slightly in its second edition of 1962, upon which this translafion is based. 
It includes the essays by distinguished French mathematicians inGluding Emil Borel, 
Nicholas Bourbaki, Maurice FrGchet, Paul Montel, Arnoud Denjoy, Elie Cartan, Jean 
Dieudonng, Andre Weil, and several by non-mathematicians with strong links to mathe- 
matics. such as Le Corbusier. 
LIST, Martha & Volker BIALAS editors 1973 Die Coss von Jost Biirgi in der Redaktion 
van Johannes Kepler. Ein Beitrag zur friihen Algebra (The COSS of J BURG1 in the 
edition of J KEPLER. A contribution to early ALGEBRA) Munich (Bayerischen Ak. der 
Wiss.) (Nova Kepleriana (NS)S = Abh. Bay. Ak. d. Wiss. :blath-Nat. Kl. (NS)154) 
First corn~~~e-pu~~~c~on of this Kepler-Birgi MANUSCRIPT, two essays (on mathematics 
in the XVI and the circle of Wilhelm IV of Hessen and TYCHO BRAHE; and on the ms), a 
chronology of Btirgi, and English summary. 
LITTLEWOOD, J E 1971 Adventures in ballistics 1915-1918. I, II Mathematical Spec- 
trum 4, 31-38, X0-86 .J E LITTLEWOOD. EXTERIOR. BALLISTICS. Brief reminiscences 
of the author's army service in World War I and an account of his contributions to 
the theory of artillery range tables. (Underwood Dudley) 
LIVANOVA, A M 1975 Tri sudby. Povest o velikom otkrytii (Three fates. A story 
about great discovery-). Moscow (Znanie) 223 p Third edition of a romantic POPULARI- 
ZATION of the history of NONEUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY from W BOLYAI, J BOLYAI, 
N I LOBRACHEVSKII, C F GAUSS through B RIEMANN, to A EINSTEIN, A A FRIDMAN, RELATIVI- 
TY and modern COSMOLOGY. 
DE LONG0 CAMPO, Radulphus 1972 In anticlaudianum alani commentum. Edited by Jan 
Sulowski. (Polish Academy of Sciences) 340 p The first printing of this XII century 
educator's compendium, representing the content of UNIVERSITY EDUCATION of the time, 
including some mathematics and logic, as well as his well-known CLASSIFICATION of the 
sciences. Text in Latin, introduction (57 p) in French. Facsimiles, notes, BIBLIO- 
GRAPHY of his works and secondary sources, indexes, vocabulary. 
LORCH, Lee 1976 On W L G WILLIAMS. Can Math Con Notes S(8), 3 Supplementing an 
earlier OBITUARY by O'Connor, Larch points to his progressive social and political 
role. For example, Williams supervised the first Black American, E COX, to receive 
a Ph.D. in mathematics. 
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LUKE, Yudell L 1975 Mathematical Functions and Their Approximations. (Academic Press) 
585 o An updated supplement to the part on FUNCTIONS and APPROXIMATIONS OF FUNCTIONS __ 
of the clasiic Abramowitz and Stegun Handbook of Mathematical Functions, including a 
29 page BIBLIOGRAPIJY and much other REFERENCE material. 
LUSTERNIK, L A 6 S S PETROVA 1972 Les premisres &tapes du calcul symbolique. (The 
first stages of symbolic calculus). Rev. Hist. Sci, Paris 25(3), 201-206 OPERATOR 
CALCULUS. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS. INTEGRAL OPERATORS. .J-L LAGRANGE, L F A ARBOGAST. 
J F FRANFAIS. B BRISSON. F J SERVOIS. A CAUCHY. A brief sketch of the contributions 
of French mathematicians to the development of the operator calculus, distinguishing 
four stages: symbolic and formal statement of calculus identities by Lagrange; the 
study of operators in themselves by Arbogast, Francais, and Brisson; the algebraic 
theory initiated by Servois; and the study of rep&sentation and foundations by Cauchy. 
LUSTERNIK, L A et al 1972 ELIZBAR SEMENOVICH TSITLANADZE (on his sixtieth birthday). 
Russ Math Surveys ?7(6), 193-195 CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS. FUNCIONAL ANALYSIS. BIO- 
GRAPHY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (D E Kullman) 
LUXEMBURG, W A J 1975 Nichtstandard-Zahlsysteme und die Begrundung des Leibnizschen 
Infinitesmalkalktils (NONSTA>!DARD NUMBER SYSTEMS and the foundations of the Leibniz 
infinitesimal CALCULUS). Jb. Uberblicke Math 1975 (Bib. Inst. Hannheim) 31-44 
LEIBNIZ, G. INFINITESIM4LS. 
LYAPUNOV, A M 1976 0 formule Gaussa dlya otsenki mery tochnosti nablyudenii (On the 
formula of GAUSS for estimation of the precision of observation). Istoriko-mat. issled. 
20, 219-328 STATISTICAL ESTIMATIONS. A MANUSCRIPT, edited with commentary by 
0 B Sheinin. 
LYSENKO, V I 1975 Nikolai Ivanovich Fuss (1755-1826). Moscow (Nauka) 119 p 39 kop. 
Life and work of N I FUSS, with BIBLIOGRAPHIES (23 pages) of MANUSCRIPTS and works by 
and about him and brief chronology. 
MCCARTHY, J L & U WOLFE 1975 Doctorates Granted to Women and Minority Groups. 
Science 189, 856-859 Discussion of numbers and distribution among various fields 
of study. Includes WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (H S Tropp) 
MACLEOD, R M & J R FRIDAY 1973 The Quest for Archives of British Men of Science. 
Hist Sci 11, 8-20 BIBLIOGRAPIIY. SOURCES. 
Escientific ARCHIVES (1870-1950). 
Two research projects to locate and cata- 
(M E Baron) 
MAEYAMA, Y 1975 On the astronomical data of ancient China (ca. -100 to +200): a 
numerical analysis. Arch. Int. d'Hist. des Sci. 25(97), 247-276 CHINESE ASTRONOMY. 
MAISTROV, L E 1975 0 sokhranivshikhsya mekhanismakh P. L. Chebysheva (On the surviving 
mechanisms of P L CHEBYSHEV). Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 309-318 LINKAGES. MACHINES. 
INSTRUMENTS. Describes a great variety of mechanical devices, mathematical and non- 
mathematical, due to Chebyshev. Photographs. 
MAISTROV, L E 1975 0 printsipe isonomii y Demokrita (On the principle of equiproba- 
bility of DEMOCRATOS). Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 299-302 PRoBABILm F~IJNDATI~NS. 
MANDELBROT, Benoit 1975 Les objets fractals. Forme, hasard et dimension (FRACTAL 
OB7ECTS. FORM, CHANCE, and DIMENSION). Paris (Flammarion) 190 p An informal effort 
to distill common properties of phenomena described by the neologism in the title 
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(BROWNIAN MOTION, PATHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS, CURVES OF INFINITE LENGTH, VON KOCH CURVE, 
COAST LINES, TURBULENCE, DENSITY OF MATTER) in news terms related to mathematical 
concepts such as MEASURE, FRACTIONAL DIMENSION, PROBABILITY, with historical comments, 
biographical notes on LOUIS BACHELIER, E E FOURNIER D'ALBE, PAUL LE\;Y, 
LEWIS F RICHARDSON. GEORGE K ZIPI‘. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
MkNNING, Kenneth R 1975 The emergence of the Weierstrassian approach to COMPLEX 
ANALYSIS. Arch. Hist. Exact Sciences 14(4), 298-383 C GUDEPMANN. GUDERMANNIAN. 
HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS. J H LAMBERT. POWER SERIES. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS. COMBINATORIAL 
SCHOOL. ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. K WEIERSTRASS. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS [WEIERSTRASS THEORY). 
(Based on the author's doctoral thesis at Harvard University). 
MARACCHIA, S 1971 Platone e Russell nella definizione della matematica (PLATO and 
B RUSSELL on the DEFINITION in mathematics). Scientia 106, 207-223 (including English 
trans.) Some points of similarity, though the-rices still seem fundamental. 
(I Grattan-Guinness) 
MARKOWSKI, Mieczyslaw 1974 Die exakten Wissenschaften an der Krakauer Universitat 
in XV Jahrhundert (The exact sciences at KRAKOW UNIVERSITY in the XV century). 
Proc. XIII Int. Con. Hist. Sci. 1971 Sect. IV, 116-120 POLAND. 
MARKUSH, I I 1975 Rozvytok asymptotychnykh metodiv u teoriyi dyferentsyalnykh ribnyan 
(Development of ASYMPTOTIC METHODS in the theory of DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS). 
Uzhgorod (Uzhgorod Gos. Univ.) 224 p BIBLIOGRAPHY (760 items). 
MARMADUKE MULTIPLY'S MERRY METHOD OF MAKING MINOR MATHEIIWTICIANS. 1971 New York 
(Dover Pub.) 103 p Facsimile of the 1841 children's classic. With a new preface 
and bibliographic postscript by E F Bleiler. ARITHMETIC BOOKS. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. 
XIX. Facsimile reprint of Marmaduke Multiply [an illustrated multiplication table to 
12 x l?), Boston (Munroe and Francis), 1841, based on earlier editions going back to 
the first in England 1816 and widely used until the last third of the century. 'The 
postscript is a 27-page history of the book. 
MATVIEVSKAYA, G P 1974 'Teoriya kvadratichnykh irratsialnostei i teoriya otnoshenii 
v evrope do XVII v. (The theory of quadratic IRRATIONALS and the theory of RATIO in 
Europe to the XVII century). Proc. XIII Int. Con. Hist. Sci. 1971 Sect. IV, 77-80 
PROPORTION. MEDIEVAL MATHEMATICS. 
MASTROCOLA, William E & Katherine B MAGANN 6 others, editors 1975 A Compendium of 
CUPM Recommendations. (Mathematical Association of America) Two volumes 786 p - 
This REPRINT of 1965-1972 recommendations of the COMMITTEE ON THE UNDERGRADUATE PRO- 
GRAM IN MATHEMATICS (CUPM) of the MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA brings together 
in permanent form material that in pamphlet form played an important role in EDUCATION 
REFORM in various areas: TEACHER TRAINING. PREGRADUATE EDUCATION. TWO-YEAR COLLEGES. 
STATISTICS. COMPUTER SCIENCE. APPLIED MATHEMATICS. Included are the college BIBLIO- 
GRAPHY (Basic Library List, 1965), the report on qualifications for undergraduate 
college faculty (1967), and a list of members of CUPM panels and committees. 
MAYER, Jean 1976 D&eloppements r&cents de la thhorie des graphes (Recent develop- 
ments in GRAPH THEORY). HM 3, 55-62 CURRENT HISTORY. Includes the announcement of 
his proof of the FOUR COLOR CONJECTURE for up through 95 countries, and a claim by 
H HEESCH that a complete proof may result from the examination of 8,571 cases! 
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MAYR, Otto editor 1976 Philosophers and Machines. New York (Science History Publi- 
cations) 193 p This ANTHOLOGY of REPRINTS, part of a series History of Science 
Selections from Isis edited by Robert P. Multhauf, is on technology and includes five 
papers of mathematical interest--three classic papers on the EUPALINUS TUNNEL of SAMOS, 
one on the first use of EPICICLOIDAL GEAR TEETH, and one on MAXWELL, J C and the origins 
origins of CYBERNETICS. Inexcusable is the failure to give information on the year, 
volume, or pages of original publication! 
MAZAHERI, A 1974 Formes "Sounnites" et formes "Chi'ites" des chiffres arabes au les 
avatars de chiffres indiens en Islam ("Sunnite" and "Chi'te" forms of ARABIC NUMERALS 
and the avatars of Indian numerals in‘lslam). Proc. XIII Int. Con. Hist. Sci. 1971 
Sect. , IV 60-63 NUMERATION. ZERO. XI. XII. XIII. XIV. xv. 
MCSHANE. E J 1976 Award for Distinaushed Service to Professor Leon Walter Cohen. 
American Math. Monthly 83, 83-84 L W COHEN. AWARDS. Includes biographical note, 
portrait. (H S Tropp) 
MEDVEDEV, F A 1975 Ob opredelenii ponyatiya funktsii u Lobachevskogo i Dirikhle 
(On the definition of the FUNCTION CONCEPT by LOBACHEVSKII and DIRECHLET). 
Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 257-281 
MEDVEDEV, F A 1975 Ocherki istorii teorii funktsii deistvitelnogo peremennogo (E 
(Essays on the history of functions of a real variable). Moscow (Nauka) 248 p 
REAL ANALYsIs. PERIO'DIZATION. CLASSICAL ANALYSIS. FUNCTION CONCEPT. FUNCTIbNAL 
ANALYSIS. SEQUENCES OF FUNCTIONS. CONTINUITY. DERIVATIVE. INTEGRAL. CONTINUOUS 
FUNCTIONS WITHOUT DERIVATIVES. Medvedev views functions of a real variable as begin- 
ning with Weierstrass, continuing through Borel, Lebesgue, Banach, etc., and lying 
between classical analysis (calculus) and functional (or abstract) analysis. 28 page 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
MEHRA, Jagdish 1974 Einstein, Hilbert, and the Theory of Gravitation. Historical 
Origins of General Relativity Theory. (D. Reidel) 196 p $10 (paper) An account of 
the "intellectual struggles" of 1907-1919, especially the work by A EINSTEIN and 
D HILBERT on the equations of GENERAL RELATIVITY, with 25 pages of notes, a name index, 
and the exchange of letters between the author and E WIGNER that led to the writing 
of this book. Many references to other mathematicians and mathematical physicists, 
especially E CHRISTOFFEL, M BESSO, M GROSSMAN, F KLEIN, T LEVI-CIVITA, H A LORENTZ, 
G MIE, H MINKOWSKY, E NOETHER, M PLANCK, B RIEMANN, H WEYL. 
MERSENNE, Marin 1973 Les Nouvelles Pensees de Galil6e (The new thoughts of GALILEO). 
Translated from Italian by R. P. MARIN MERSENNE (1639). Critical edition with intro- 
duction and notes by Pierre Costabel and Michel-Pierre Lerner, and a preface by 
Bernard Rochot. Paris (J. Vrin) 320 p in 2 ~01s. Avertissement by Costabel (5 p), 
avant-propos (5 p) by Rochot, introduction (37 p), facsimiles, original reset 4 pages 
to the page, notes (174 p), indices of names, topics, and Mersenne's vocabulary. 
\IETROPOLIS, N & J WORLTON 1972 A trilogy on errors in the history of computing. 
Proceedings, First USA-Japan Computer Conference (3-5 October 1972) 683-691 
BABBAGE. ENIAC. STORED PROGRAM CONCEPT. PRIORITY QUESTIONS. MANIAC. ELECTRONIC 
COMPUTERS. Emphasizes inadequacies and misunderstandings in published accounts. 
Intent is to encourage, rather than to discourage continued publication by people who 
were participants or have access to first-hand information. The trilogy covers the 
awareness of the work of Babbage by G STIBITZ, K ZUSE, H AIKEN, V BUSH, J VON NEUMANN 
and A TURING; the distinction between the stored program concept and its implementation. 
and the early history of MANIAC. BIBLIOGRAPHY (93 items). W S Tropp) 
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MICH.tEL, Emily 1976 Peirce's earliest contact with SCHOLASTIC LOGIC. Trans C S Peirce 
Sot 12(l), 46-55 C S PEIRCE was particularly influenced by OCKHAM to consider LOGIC 
OF RELATIONS at a date that makes his initial investigations independent of DE 
MORGAN'S. (C V .lones) 
mRi-&:~E%~~R9h;ff~ (3) 
MICHIWAKI, Y; HAMADA, T; OYAMA, hl 1973 
LThe study of a series of similar problems in San-Gnku (3)]. Sugakushi Kenkyu (L. 
Hist. Math. Japan) No.59, l-28 JAPANESE MATHEMATICS. GEOMETRY problems in WASAN, 
especially concerning chords and areas of CIRCLES and TRIANGLES which were found 
on the SAN-GEKU (a tablet dedicated to Shrines), solved by European methods. 
(Katsuhiko Yoshida) 
MICHIWAKI, Y G F SUZUKI 1974 ~~~iia%!~--,1~7 
(On the Ren Jutsu Henkan). Sugakushi Kenkyu (J. Hist. Math. .Japan) No.61, l-13 
INVERSION. SAN GAKU. Modern exulanation of inversion in WASAN GEOMETRY recorded 
on the San-gaku. (Katsuhiko Yoshida) 
MICHLING, Horst 1975 Vom weiteren Wirken der Gauss-Gesellschaft (On the continued 
work of the Gauss society). Gauss-Gesellschaft Mitteilungen 12, 34-36 Includes 
PHOTOGRAPHS of president H H VOIGT of the GAUSS-GESELLSCHAFT, W FUCHS, Ii MICHLING, 
and others at meetings and at the southern meridian marker used by Gauss in his 
surveying work. 
MICHLING, florst 1975 Vom Gauss-Stein am Lauseberg (On the Gauss stone at Lauseberg). 
Gauss-Gesellschaft Mitteilungen 12, 37 A brief account, with PHOTOGRAPHS, of one of 
the sandstone markers that C F GAUSS used as triangulation points in his survey of 
f-lannover. 
MILHAUD, Gaston 1976 Les philosophes-geometres de la Grece. Platon et ses prede- 
cesseurs. REPRINT of the first 1900 edition published by F. Alcan, Paris. New York 
(Amo Press) 388 p Facsimile reprint with no additional material. PHILOSOPHY OF 
MATHEMATICS. PLATO. GREEK GEOMETRY. IDEALISM. PYTHAGORAS. ELEATIC PHILOSOPHERS. 
GREEK PHILOSOPHY. 
MILITA, Mircea 1974 SPIRU HARET, a Romanian forerunner of MATHEMATICAL MODELING in 
the SOCIAL SCIENCES, in Nicolescu, Miron editor 1974 The Revolution in Science and 
Technology . . . Bucharest, 69-74. 
MITKOPOLSKII, Yu A; SHTOKALO, I Z; BOGOLYUBOV, A N; FILCHAKOV, P F 1972 Mikhail 
Alekseevich Lavrentev, in Doslidzhennya z teorii funktsii compleksnoi znimmoi ta ii 
zastosyvan. (Studies on the theory of functions of a complex variable and its appli- 
cations). Kiev 5-15 COMPLEX ANALYSIS. M A LAVRENTEV. (B M Shein) 
MOLLAND, A G 1974 JOHN DUMBLETON and the status of geometrical OPTICS. Proc XIII 
Int Con Hist Sci 1971, Sect IV 125-130 XIV. 
MOLLAND, A G 1976 Shifting the foundations: Descartes transformation of ancient 
geometry. c 3, 21-49 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. R DESCARTES. GREEK GEOMETRY. 
MOON, Parry 1971 The Abacus. New York (Gordon and Breach Science Publishers) 179p 
$14.95 ($4.95 paper) History occupies about l/5 of the book and includes descriptions 
of counting boards, and the Chinese, Japanese, Roman and Russian abacus. Bibliographies 
at ends of chapters. 
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MOREAU, Henri 1975 Le syst&ne m6trique. Des anciennes mesures au Systeme 
International d'UniteS (The METRIC SYSTEM. From old measures to the INTERNATIONAL 
SYSTEM OF UNITS). Paris (Chiron) 120 p Premetric METROLOGY in FRANCE, the adoption 
of the metric system, its spread and modifications, one chapter on "angle-saxon 
countries", list of countries with dates of adoption, CIIRONOLOGIES, BIBLIOGRAPHY of 
French sources. 
MOROKISHKO, S P 1972 Ploska i sferichna trigonometriya v galitskikh rukopisakh XVIII 
ST (Plane and spherical TRIGONOMETRY in the Galician \MNUSCRIPTS of the XVIII century). 
(Ukrainian) In Narisi z istorii prirodoznavstva i tekhniki. Respublikanskii 
mizhvidomstvenii zbirnik 17, 45-48 Mathematical MANUSCRIPTS of K. Volskii (1796), 
S.-F. Gaevic (1762), A. Ditjuk-Endzeevskii (1757), I. Leskii (1790) and G. Monton 
(1739) are considered. The mathematicians in GALICIA in the XVIIIth century could 
solve CUBIC AND QUADRIC EQUATIONS. (B M Shein) 
MOVCHAN, V 0 1974 Ranni algebrayichni pratsi 0. Yu. Shmidta i B. M. Delone (Early 
algebraic works of 0 YU SCHMIDT and B M DELONE). Narysy z. ist pryrod i tekh 19, 3-7 -_.-.._-_-_-.~-- _-.--_ 
Main results from 9 papers of Schmidt on GROUP THEORY and 9 of Delone on ALGEBRAIC 
NUMBERS. (B M Shein) 
MOVCHAN, V 0 1974 Pratsi M. P. Kravchuka z teoriyi funktsii diisnoho zminnoho (Works 
of M P KRAVCHUK on the THEORY OF FUNCTIONS OF REAL VARIABLE). Narysy z ist pryrod 
tekh 18, 27-35 A survey of 13 papers on INTERPOLATION THEORY, GENERALIZED DERIVATIVES, 
GE?rERALIZED TAYLOR SERIES, THE GREEN AND STOKES INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS. (B M Shein) 
MOZANS, H J 1974 Woman in Science with an Introductory Chapter on Woman's Long 
Struggle for Things of the Mind. REPRINT of the first edition (1913), with an intro- 
duction by Mildred S. Dresselhaus. (MIT Press) $5.50 (paper) 469 p Pages 136-166 
are on WOMEN MATHEMATICIANS. More a primary source for 1913 than a biographical 
reference. 
MULCRONE, T F, S J 1976 BENJAMIN BANNEKER, pioneer Negro mathematician. The Math 
Teacher 69, 155-160 BLACK MATHEMATICIANS. Biographical information on this 
century American mathematical practioner, surveyor, astronomer. Quotations from 
letters. References. (James K Bidwell) 
MUSGRAVE, A 1972 GEORGE BOOLE and PSYCHOLOGISM. Scientia 107, 593-608 Boole's 
thoughts on the philosophy of his logic. Comparisonsothers' views, especially 
J. S. MILL. (I Grattan-Guinness) 
MYURSEPP, P V 1974 Teoriya luny Eilera (The LUNAR THEORY of EULER). Proc XIII Int 
Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 257-259. 
NADZHAKOV, Gheorgi 1974 Godini ot uchredyavaneto na fizikomatematicheskoto druzhestvo 
v Bulgariya (The 75th anniversary of the founding of the Bulgarian Physico-Mathematical 
Society). Bulgarian Academy of Sciences Physico-Mathematical Journal 17(50)(l), 3-16 
BULGARIA. MATHEMATICAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
NAUKA I TEKHNIKA 1973 Issue VIII, pt.2 (Questions of History and Theory: Collected 
scientific work of the Leningrad section of the Soviet National Organization of the 
History and Philosophy of Science and Technology). This issue commemorates the 250th 
jubilee of the Soviet Academy of Science. Its first part contains brief papers on the 
history of the Academy and the Organization of Soviet Scientists, social problems 
of science, and methodological questions. This second part includes papers on parti- 
cular sciences. Pp.5-62 contain reports of 36 papers by the following authors on 
the topics indicated: E. A. Aksenova (The formation of Newton's concept of derivative), 
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E. M. Baldinn (The first materials on analytic geometry in Russian); L. V. Barbochenko 
and M. I. Venger (Mathematics in the Leningrad Mining Institute on the occasion of its 
200th birthday); B. D. Belikov (The genesis of mathematics and scales of measurement);Yu 
A. Belyi and A. P. Gudyma (Copernicus and computing devices); N. D. Bespamyatnykh 
(The 18th century Petersburg mathematician N. V. Vereshchagin); T. V. Byrdina (Bounded 
solutions of linear differential equations with periodic coefficients); Yu M. Gaiduk 
(R Bohl and H Bohr on almost periodic functions); A. S. German (Differential equations 
at Kishinev University); S. A. Dakhiya (The work of the Danish mathematician Johannes 
T. Hjelmslev on the foundations of mathematics, on the occasion of his 100th anniver- 
sary); V. A. Dobrovolskii (Existence theorems for diffential equations); 
V. A. Dobrovolskii and V. K. Zdor (Singular points of differential equations and 
N. E. Zhukov); V. N. Zhukovskaya (Development and application of conformal mapping 
to problems of hydrodynamics in Russia in the XIX and XX centuries); A. A. Kiselev 
and L. A. Onufrieva (Chebyshev interpolation); L. G. Korolyuk (Partial differentia- 
difference equations in the XIX century); Yu F. Kosolapov (Integral transforms in 
the solution of equations of mathematical physics in the first half of the XIX cen- 
tury); Yu F. Kosolapov (The Cauchy Problem for hyperbolic equations); E. A. Kushnir 
(Classification of principal sources for ordinary difference equations in the XX 
century); L. E. Maistrov (Sundials in the Leningrad area); L. I-:. Maistrov and I. S. 
Edlin (Charles Babbage and his difference engine); M. M. llanida (Beginnings of mathe- 
matical education in engineering institutes); I. I. Markush (Assymptotic methods in 
partial differential equations with parameters); G. P. Matvievskaya (P Ramus); 
I. G. Melnikov (V. A. Golubeva 1891-1972 “great secondary school teacher and enthusiast 
for number theory”); I. A. Naumov (The Kharkov geometrical school of D. M. Sintsov); 
N. I. Nevskaya (.J.-N. De L’Isle as founder of the Petersburg Astronomical School); 
N. I. Nevskaya (Eastern astronomers in the Petersburg Academy of Science in the XVIII 
century) ; E. P. Ozhigova (Ch llermite on his 150th anniversary); M. M. Rozhanskaya 
(Kinematic-geometric modeling in the medieval East); R. A. Simonov (Mathematical 
education in ancient Russia); 2. E. Filer (The second method of Lyapunov stability 
theory); B. N. Fradlin and L. D. IRoshchupkin (Differential operators of higher 
order); B. N. Fradlin and V. M. Slyusarenko (Dynamics of rigid bodies); G. A. Shkolenok 
(Constructive theory of algebr:lic curves in the work of C. Maclaurin and IV. Braihcnridge: 
I. L. Shteinberg (Concepts of differential geometry in medieval mathematics); 
A. B. Shtykan (The tractrix and the work of W. C. Cady). 
NEUGEBAUER, 0 1975 A History of Ancient Mathematical Astonomy. New York-Heidelberg- 
Berlin (Springer-Verlag) 1457 p serially paginated in 3 parts bound separately. 
This extraordinary work contains a vast amount of technical information as well as 
informal commentary and opinion of its veteran author, now in his 77th year. It 
begins with and centers around the ALMAGEST of PTOLEMY, dealing also with 
BABYLONIAN ASTRONOMY, EGYPTIAN ASTOhOMY (10 pages explaining why it has “no place” 
in the history of ANCIENT ASTRONOMY), early GREEK ASTRONOMY, ROMAN ASTRONOMY, and in 
less detail BYZANTINE ASTRONOMY and ISLAMIC ASTRONOMY up to the VII. Part 3 of 400 
pages is devoted to appendices on (CHRONOLOGY, ASTRONOMY concepts, mathematics concepts 
such as SEXAGESIMAL NUMERATION, SQUARE ROOT APPROXIMATION, TRIGONOMETRY, DIOPHANTINE 
EQUATIONS, CONTINUED FRACTIONS, TABLES), indexes, one of several BIBLIOGRAPHIES, 
lists of notations, GREEK GLOSSARY, 9 plates, and 619 figures! It is numer 1 of 
the new Springer series Studies in the History of Mathematics. 
NEWBORN, Monroe 1975 Computer Chess. (Academic Press) 212 p History from CLAUDE 
SHANNON in 1950 through various programs and CHESS contests between computers, to 
the First World COMPUTER CHESS Championship in Stockholm in 1974. 
NICOLE.SCU, Miron , editor 1974 The Revolution in Science and Technology and Contem- 
porary Social Development. (In English) Bucharest (Acad. Rep. Sot. Romania) 257 p 
SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE. 
NOESIS 1975 (Travaux du Comite Roumain d’Histoire et de Philosophie des Sciences). 
Bucarest (Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste Romania) Vol. III This annual 
covers a broad field, including the history of mathematics. Individual papers are 
abstracted separately. 
* 
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NORTH, J D 1974 The 
ENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. 
trated description of 
Middle Ages. 
NURSULTANOV, N 1971 
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astrolabe. Scientific American 230(l), 96-105 ASTROLABE. SCI- 
CALCULATING INSTUMENTS. ANALOG COMPU'IERS. A beautifully illus-- 
the construction and use of this scientific instrument in the 
Ob odnom ranem posobii po geometrii. (On an early GEOMETRY 
textbook). Sk. po vopr. mat. i mekh. Kazakhsk. un-t. 3, 16-20 The use of AN-TAFTAZANI'S 
"Text on the angles of a triangle" in MIDDLE ASIA in the XIV. (RZ 1973 #9A19) 
(H Skala) 
O'BRIEN, Katherine 1975 Mini-profiles. Math. Magazine 48, 199 Two line rhyming 
witticisms about ARCHIMEDES, OMAR KHAYYAM, FIBONACCI, P. FERMAT, E. GALOIS, W. R. 
IL&MILTON, E. NOETHER, K. GODEL, and N. BOURBAKI. (D E Kullman) 
O'CONNOR, R Eric 1976 WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON WILLIAMS, Can Math Cong Notes S(6), 
I-4 OBITUARY of the founder of the CANADIAN MATHEMATICAL CONGRESS. 
ORLOVA, N V 1975 Infinitesimalnye rassuzhdeniya v antichnykh sochineniyakh po 
optike (Infinitesimal methods in ancient OPTICS). Istoriko-mat. Issled. 20, 19X-203 
ANCIENT MATHEMATICS. CALCULUS. 
ORMELL, C P 1975 A new look at Archimedes. Math. Spectrum 8(1975), 1-11 GREEK 
MATf-IEMATICS. GEOMETRY. LIMITS. MECHANISMS. TECHNOLOGY. SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE. 
Evaluates the work of ARCHIMEDES in relation to the state of mathematics and the 
social structure of his day. Conclusions: Archimedes was the greatest mathematician 
in history, and his practical imagination led him to many of his mathematical 
discoveries. (D E Kullman) 
OSTIANU, N M et al 1973 GERMAN FEDEROVICH LAPTEV. Russ Math Surveys 25(2), 217-223 
DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. OBITUARY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (D E Kullman) 
OTTE, Michael, editor, with the collaboration of H N Jahnke, Th Mies and G Schurbring 
1974 Mathematiker Uber die Mathematik (Mathematicians on mathematics). (Springer- 
Verlag) 481 p ANTHOLOGY of 21 reprints (in German translation) of classics and 
newly printed Fapers on the NATURE OF MATHEMATICS, PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS, APPLI- 
CATIONS, EDUCATION, etc. some PORTRAITS of authors (R THOM, A DRESS, R COURANT, 
bl ATIYAH, E BRIESKORN, W BOGE, F L BAUER, J DIEUDONN!?, A N KOLMOGOROV, P J HILTON, 
H DINGES) and biographical notes. Among other authors are A Aleksandrov, G lireisel, 
N Bourbaki. 
OZHIGOVA, E P 1974 P L Chebyshev i Peterburgskaya Akamediya Nauk (CHEBYSHEV and the 
PETERSBURG ACADEMY OF SCIENCE). Voprosy ist. estestvoznaniya i tekh. 4(49), 15-21 
On the occasion of the 250th anniversary of the Academy of Science of the USSR. 
PAINLEVG, Paul 1973-1974 Oeuvres (Works). Edited by Raymond GCrard, Georges Reeb, 
Antoinette Set, with preface by R. Gamier. Volumes I and II. yaris (Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique) 825 + 880 p PAUL PAINLEVE. COLLECTED WORKS. 
Vol. I contains a portrait, chronology and brief biography, bibliography of sci. works, 
and lists of addresses and other publications, article on his work by J. Hadamard, his 
own account of his work prepared for his election to the Academy, and his Lecons de 
Stockholm given at the invitation of the Swedish king and indexes. The second repro- 
duces in facsimile notes and papers on analysis and differential equations in chrono- 
logical order with indexes and bibliographic notes. A third volume is planned. 
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PANATI, Charles 1976 Catastrophe Theory. Newsweek 57(3), 54-55 (19 Jan) 
R THOM. DISCONTINUOUS PHENOMENA. Popularizwssion of what the author 
HM 3 
says is 'I... hailed as an 'intellectual revolution' in mathematics--the most impor- 
tant development since calculus-- . ..'I PORTRAIT. (H S Tropp) 
PAPLAUSKAS, A B 1975 Donyutonovskii period razvitiya teorii beskonechnykh ryadov. 
III. (The preNewtonian period in the development of the theory of infinite SERIES. 
Part III.) Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 257-281 XVII. 
PARSHIN, A N 1975 David Gilbert i teoriya invariantov (David HILBERT and the theory 
of INVARIANTS). Istorioko-mat. issled. 20, 171-197 
PASCU, Stefan 1975 L'enseignement superieur en Transylvanie. NOESIS 3, 237-243 
CLUJ. 
PATY, M 1972 Matisre, espace et temps selon Newton (Matter, SPACE and TIME according 
to I. NEWTON). Scientia 107, 995-1054 (including English trans.) A moderate survey 
of the views ON SPACE AND TIME of NEWTON, and some of his predecessors (such as KEPLER) 
and successors (such as DESCARTES). (I Grattan-Guinness) 
PEDOE, Dan 1975 Notes on the history of geometrical ideas II. The principle of 
duality. llath. Magazine 48, 274-277 PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. Evaluates the rival claims 
of J V PONCELET and J D GERGONNE concerning priority in formulating the principle of 
DUALITY. (D E Kullman) 
PEDOE, Dan 1975 Notes on the history of geometrical ideas I. Homogeneous coordinates 
Math. Magazine 48, 215-217 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. BARYCENTRIC COORDINATES. Discusses 
the use of HOMOGENEOUS COORDINATES by A F MOEBIUS and J PLUCKER in the 1820's. 
(D E Kullman) 
PEDERSEN, 
This vol. 
Universit 
Olaf 1974 A Survey of the Almagest. (Odense University Press) 454 p 
30 of Acta historica scientiarum naturalium et medicinalium (Copenhagen 
.y Press) is the first analysis of the ALMAGEST since that of Delambre in 
1817 and comes to more favorable conclusions. Though emphasis is naturally on 
ANCIENT ASTRONOMY, there is a 48 page chapter on "PTOLEMY as a mathematician", which 
discusses LOGISTIC, TRIGONOMETRY, GEOMETRY, the FUNCTION CONCEPT, and proto-CALCULUS. 
Summary of the subsequent history of the work. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
PEDRAZZI, Maino 1972 Le figure della geomanzia: un gruppo finito abeliano. Physis 
14(2), 146-161 DIVINATION. NUMBER MYSTICISW. GEOMETRIC MYSTICISM. GEOMANCY. 
FINITE ABELIAN GROUPS (or order 16), MEDIEVAL MATHEMATICS. 
. 
PERIGUELL, Emilio Balaguer 1974 La introducci6n de1 modelo fisico-matemdtico en la 
medicina moderna. AnPlisis de la obra de G. A. Borelli (1608-1679) De motu animalium. 
(The introduction of the physico-mathematical model in modern MEDICINE. Analysis of 
the work of G. A. BORELLI De motu animalium). Cuardernos Hispanic0 de Historia de 
la Medicine y de la Ciencia, Serie A, XIV. Valencia-Granada (Artes Graficas Soler) 
With BIBLIOGRAPHIES of works by and on Borelli and his times. 
PETER, R6zsa 1976 Playing with infinity. Mathematical Explorations and Exursions. 
New York (Dover) 268 p REPRINT of the English translation (1961) of the Hungarian 
edition (1957) of this classic POPULARIZATION written under the Nazi occupation in 
1943 and first published in 1945. 
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PETROVA, S S 1975 Rannyaya istoriya peobrazovaniya Laplasa (The early development 
of the LAPLACE TRANSFORM). Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 246-256 N ABEL. P S LAPLACE. 
PHILIP, James 1973 Pythagorean doctrines to 300 BC. Dictionary of the History of 
Ideas 4, 30-38 Mainly on the PHILOSOPHY of PYTHAGORAS. 
PHILPOTT, Wade E 1974 Covering cubes with MACMAHON'S THREE-COLOR SQUARES. Journal 
of Recreational Mathematics 7, 266-275 CYCLIC CUBE COVERING. SINGLE COLOR EDGE 
PROPERTY. Survey of recent work. (J H Baumwell) 
PINES, S 1974 La place faite aux mathgmatiques dans la philosophie du moyen age 
(The place given to mathematics by philosophy in the Middle Ages). Proc XIII Int 
Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect IV, 163-174 PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. MEDIEVAL MATtiEMATICS. 
NATURE OF MATHEMATICS. 
PINGREE, David 1976 Census of the Exact Sciences in Sanscrit, Series A, Volume 3 
(Memoirs of the American Philosophical Society 111). Philadelphia (Amer. Phil. Sot.) 
208 p BIBLIOGRAPHY. MANUSCRIPTS. INDIAN MATHEMATICS. List of serial abbreviations, 
supplementary bibliography, list of catalogues of SANSKRIT manuscripts and books, 
information on the works of nearly 800 new authors and supplementary information on 
about 100 from previous volumes (APS Memoirs 81 (1970) and 86 (1971)). 
PIPUNYROV, V N 1974 Vizantiya-rodina mekhanicheskikh chasov (BYZANTIUM--the birth- 
place of mechanical CLOCKS). Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect IV, 133-135 
CHRONOMETRY. XIV. XV. CHINA. XI. VI. 
PITHAVALA, Behram D 1974 The Irannian Basis of the Devanagri Sanskrit Alphabet, the 
Numerical Signs and the Sacred Word "AUM" its Symbol, Bombay. 46 p Section 3 (9 pages) 
is on NUMERATION; the rest is on alphabets and religious mysticism. 
POGREBYSSKAYA, E I 1974 Statisticheskii analiz opticheskikh yavlenii v rabotakh 
Raleigh (Statistical analysis of optical phenomena in the work of RALEIGH). Proc 
XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 32-35 OPTICS. STATISTICS. 
POLASEK, Jan 1975 In memoriam Professor MILOSLAV HAMPL. Czechoslovak Mathematical 
Journal 25(100), 161-167. APPLIED MATHEMATICS. PHOTOELASTOMETRY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
PORTRAIT. (David E Zitarelli) 
POLIKAROV, A 1973 Science and Philosophv. Sofia (Bulgarian Acad. of Sci., Scientific 
Information Center and Central Library) 133 p Condensation and reprint of the 
author's works on HEURISTIC (Chs. l-3), HTSTORICAL THEORY (Ch. 6), the ROLE OF MATHE- 
MATICS (Chs. 23-24), and other topics in PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. 
PONT, Jean-Claude 1974 Petite Enfance de la Topologie Algebrique (The Beginnings 
of ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY). L'Enseignement Mathgmatique (2)20, Ill-126 From Euler's 
work in 1736 on the "Bridges of Koenigsberg" through the contributions of Gauss, 
Listing, Rieman, Mcbius, Jourdan, Klein, and Dyck. (A Schlissel) 
POPP, Herbert 1975 Zum mathcmatischen Werk van David Mumford (On the mathematical 
work of David Mumford). Jb. Uberblicke Math. 1975 (Bib. Inst. Mannheim) 142-149 
MUMFORD, DAVID. ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY. 
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POVSIC, Joze 1974 Bibliografija Jurija Vega (JURIJ VEGA--BIBLIOGRAPHY). Ljubljana 
(Academia scientiarum et artinm Slovenica, Classis III; mathematics, phyica, technica 
opera 10). 84 p + 67 plates Unusually complete, including life and work (20 p) 
with English summary (3 p), lists of his works (LOGARITHM TABLES, BALLISTICS, 
ARTILLERY APPLICATIONS, PI APPROXIMATION), translations, publications abont him 
and his publications. PORTRAITS, FACSIMILES, and other photographs. 
PRITCHARD, Alan 1972 Computer Literature 1966: A Bibliometric Survey. London 
(School of Librarianship, Polytechnic of North London) Duplicated typescript 
98 p BIBLIOMETRICS. A statistical study of 20, 000 publications in 1966 in 
COMPUTER SCIENCE, using 29 variables chosen for their relevance to research in 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, BIBLIOGRAPHY, HISTORICAL THEORY, and SOCIOLOGY OF MATHEMATICS. 
PYASKOVSKYI, B V 1974 Deyaki metodolohichni pytannya matematyky v pratsyakh P. L. 
Chebyshova (Certain methodological questions of mathematics in the works of P. L. 
CHEBYSHEV). Narysy z ist pryrod i tekh 18, 23-26 DIALECTICS of mathematical 
knowledge in his works. (B M Shein) - 
RADO, Tibor 1971 On the Problem of Plateau. Subharmonic Functions. New York 
(Springer-Verlag) 109 p + 56 p PLATEAU PROBLEM. The first of these reprints is of 
Rad6’s history of the development of the Plateau problem from the time of Lebesque’s 
thesis (1902). 
R.kND, Walter 1974 Eulerian and Lagrangian analogy applied to the history of science 
and technology. Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect I 176-182 L EULER. L LAGRANGE. 
HISTORIOGRAPHY. 
REE, Jonathan 1974 Descartes. New York (Pica Press) 204 p Though the dust 
jacket claims that this “brings together all the diverse aspects” of the thought 
of R DESCARTES, his mathematics gets only 9 sciolistic pages (including 3 of notes.) 
REES, M & LIVERMORE, A H 1976 Milestone Legislation for a Metric United States. 
Science 191, 141 METRICATION. MEASUREMENT. Editorial discussing impact of 1975 
mtion to make the metric system the predominant, but not exclusive, system of 
measurement in the USA. (H S Tropp) 
REID, W T 1973 William El. Whyburn, 1901-1972. Bull Amer Math Sot 79(1973), 1175- 
1183 w M WHYBURN (BIOGRAPHY, BIBLIOGRAPHY, OBITUARY). DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
(D E Kullman) 
RETHERFORD, J R 1975 Applications of Banach ideals of operators. Bull Amer Math 
Sot 81, 978-1012 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. OPERATOR THEORY. BANACH SPACES. HILBERT 
SPACES. BIBLIOGRAPHY. Includes a brief chronological survey, beginning with the 
work of Hilbert in 1905. (D E Kullman) 
ROSE, Paul Lawrence 1975 The Italian Renaissance of Mathematics. Studies on 
Humanists and Mathematicians from Petrarch to Galileo. Geneva (Droz) 329 p 
RENAISSANCE MATHEMATICS. ITALY. Index of MANUSCRIPTS and thorough index of persons 
and topics. 
ROSS, Richard P 1976 ORONCE FINE’S De speculo ustorio, a heretofore ignored early 
French RENAISSANCE printed treatise on mathematical OPTICS. HM 3, 63-70 - 
FRANCE. EDUCATION. 
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ROZENFELD, B A 1975 Algebraicheskii traktat as-Samavaia (The algebraic tract of 
AL-SAMAWAL). Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 124-149 ALGEBRA. ARAB MATHEMATICS. 
ROSENFELD, B A 1976 The list of physico-mathematical works of Ibn al-HAYTHAM 
written by himself. _ HM 3, 75-76 Further information on the available described 
in HM 2, 67-69. 
RUSSELL, Bertrand 1973 Obras completas: Ciencas y Filosofia 1897-1919 Madrid 
(Aguilar) 1398 p leather US $34 approx. SPANISH TRANSLATIONS of the following: 
THE FOUNDATIONS of GEOMETRY. A CRITICAL EXPOSITION of the PHILOSOPHY of LEIBNIZ. 
1ltE PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICS. MYSTICISM and LOGIC and OTHER ESSAYS. THE PROBLEMS 
of PHILOSOPHY, INTRODUCTION to MATHEMATICAL PHILOSOPHY and summaries from PRINCIPIA 
MATHEMATICA. This is the second volume of B. RUSSELL's COLLECTED WORKS translated 
into Spanish, appearing In the deluxe series Grandes culturas. (Victor 4lbis) 
RUSSELL, C A, editor 1973 Science and Religious Belief. A Selection of Recent 
Historical Studies. London (University of London Press & Open University Press) 
323 p An ANTHOLOGY on RELIGION AND SCIENCE and SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE, including 
A. Rupert Hall on R. K. Merton, R. K. Merton on Puritanism, I. B. Cohen (on Newtonian 
physics, etc., index of sources but no references to mathematics. 
SACHS, Horst et al, editors 1974 Entwicklung der Mathematik in der DDR (Develop- 
ment of Mathematics in the GDR). Berlin (VEB Deutscher Verlag der Wissenschaften) 
772 p This account of mathematics in EAST GERMANY, prepared by the MATHEMATISCHEN 
GESELLSCHAFT DER DDR for the 25th. anniversary of the GDR, is organized in 28 topical 
chapters with BIBLIOGRAPHIES. There is no chapter on history of mathematics, but 
one gives a history of the Math. Ges. der DDR, and the foreword mentions the work 
of K.-R. Biermann and t-1. Wussing. 
SACHS, Mendel 1975 Ideas of the Theory of RELATIVITY. General Implications from 
Physics to the Problems of Society. Jeruaslem (Israel U P) and New York (Wiley) 
190 p PHILOSOPHY OF PHYSICS. EINSTEIN, A. NEWTON, I. Largely philosophical, 
but some history. 
SADOVSKII, B N 1972 Limit-compact and condensing operators. Russ Math Surveys 27(l) 
85-155 LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. MEASURES OF NON-COMPACTNESS. 
FREDHOLM OPERATORS. ROTATIONS OF VECTOR FIELDS. FIXED-POINT THEOREMS. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
A survey of the theory (dating from 1955) of OPERATORS whose properties lie between 
those of contracting and completely continuous mappings. (D E Kullman) 
SAFFIN, N W 1933 Science, Religion and Education in Britain 1804-1904. Kilmore, 
Australia (Lowden Publ. Co.1 
EDUCATION. ~ Taunton Report.' 
378 D PHILOSOPHY. 
ECONOijIC MOTIVATION. 
PSYCHOLOGY. SCIENCE. RELIGION. 
Widespread effects of various 
types of metaphysical concepts upon English education, especially its arresting 
influence on the acceptance of science in the curricula, and the economic basis 
for the inclusion of science. (P C Enros) 
SAFFMtLU, P G 1975 G.I. Taylor: 1886-1975. SIAM News 8(S), 2, 5 GEOFFREY INGRAM 
TAYLOR. Brief, personal, anecdotal account of contributions of Taylor in CONTINUUM 
MECHANICS, FLUID MECHANICS and other applications in physics, engineering, meteorology 
and aeronautics. PORTRAIT. W S Tropp) 
SANSUR, A Yu & S A BOKATUEVA 1974 Novye issledovaniya o matematicheskom tvorchestve 
Sabita ibn Korry (New studies on the mathematical work of THABIT IBN QURRA). 
Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect IV 99-103 MEDIEVAL MATHEMATICS. ARABIC 
MATHEMATICS. IX. TRIGONOMETRY. 
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SCHNEIDER, Ivo 1975 Rudolph Claustius Beitrag zur Einftihrung 
wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretischer Methoden in die Physik der Gase nach 1856 [The 
contribution of R CLAUSIUS to the introduction of PROBABILITY methods in PHYSICS OF 
GAUSS after 1856). Arch Hist Exact Sciences 14(3), 237-261. 
SCHWARZ, Wolfgang 1975 Zum zahlentheoretischen,,Werk von Enrico Bombieri (On the 
work of Enrico Bombieri in NUMBER THEORY). Jb. Uberblicke Math. 1975 (Bib. Inst. 
Mannheim) 15-151 BOMBIERI, ENRICO. 
SCRIBA, C J 1973 Joseph Ehrenfried HOFMANN (7 Mzrz 1900-7 Mai 1973). 
Nachrichtenblatt der Deu. Ges. f. Gesch. d. Med. Naturwiss. u. Tech. 23(2), 86-88 
OBITUARY. 
SEIDENBURG, A 1975 Did Euclid's Elements, Book I, develop geometry axiomatically? 
Arch Hist Exact Sciences 14(4), 263-295 His answer: EUCLID did not, where 
AXIOMATICS has its modern meaning, and the conclusion is used to shore up the author 
1962 argument in the same journal (5, 488-527) that GEOMETRY originated in rituals 
of ancient India, as reflected in the SULVASUTRAS. 
SETTLE, T B 1974 Giovanni Alfonso BORELLI and the parabolic path of a comet. 
Proc XIII Int Con Hist Sci 1971 Sect VI, 199 PARABOLAS. XVII. 
SHCHEGLOV, V P 1974 Rasprostranennie "Zidzha" lllligbeka v evropeiskoi pechati 
(The spread of the "Zidzh" of ULUGBEG in the European press). Proc XIII Int Hist 
Sci 1971 Sect IV 135-138 XVII. OXFORD UNIVERSITY. STAR CATALOGUES. SCIENTIFIC 
COMMUNICATION. 
SHEDLOVSKII, A B 1972 0 rabotakh P. I,. Chebysheva po teorii chisel (On the 
work of P. L. Chebyshev on number theory). Problemy istorii matematiki i mekhaniki 1 __. .- - -.-.__~. . . 
4-9 PRIME NUMBERS. PRIME NUMBER THEOREM. 
SHEININ, 0 B 1975 0 poyavlenii delta-funktsii Diraka v trudakh I'. S. Laplasa 
(On the appearance of the DIRAC DELTA-FUNCTION in the works of P S LAPLACE). 
Istoriko-mat. issled. 20, 303-308 
SHEVELEV, F Ya 1972 Arkhiv N. V. Bugaeva. Probl. prepodav. mat. v vuzakh (Sbornik), 
Moscow 2, 110-117 A report on the recently discovered manuscripts N. V. BUGAEV 
(1830-1903) in the Moscow University library, including letters, lectures given 
in the Moscow Institute 1855-1859, abstracts of articles by Liouville, Direchlet, 
Poisson, and a notebook "A short survey of the works of Professor Bugaev". 
(RZ 1973 #6A17) (Helen Skala) 
SHIMODAIRO, Kazuo 1972 Nihonjin no Sugaku (History of old ,JAPANESE MATHEMATICS). 
Tokyo, Japan (Kawade Shobo) 248 p WASAN or TAKAKUZU SEKI. 
SIDiK, Zbyn&k 1975 JAROSLAV HAJEK, 1926-1974. Czechoslovak Mathematial Journal 
25(100), 491-502 STATISTICS. PORTRAIT. Brief biography, including his work on 
PROBABILITY SAMPLING, RANK TESTS and STOCHASTIC PROCESSES. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
(David E Zitarelli) 
